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1. Context

Nowadays, there is an increasing number of applications and systems requiring strong security on small hardware devices. Public-key cryptography (PKC) is mandatory for providing key exchange and digital signature. The first standard for public-key cryptosystems was RSA. However, to be compliant with the current recommended theoretical security levels, RSA based cryptosystems must use large keys – at least two thousand bits – which make them too costly for embedded applications.

Curves based cryptography such as Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) or Hyper-Elliptic Curve Cryptography (HECC) is known to provide a given security level at a lower cost than RSA. For instance, 226-bit ECC keys offer the same security level as 2048-bit RSA. Due to its reduced cost and better performance, ECC is now recommended as the PKC standard.

2. Hyper Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Recent research has pointed out HECC as an attractive alternative to ECC. HECC is based on a different kind of curves, which allows the size of the field elements to be halved, but at the expense of an increased number of finite field operations. In [9], Renes et al. very recently presented software implementations of key exchange and signature schemes based on HECC and Kummer surfaces, targeting embedded processors (ARM Cortex M0 and AVR ATmega). The provided results show very interesting speedups compared to state-of-the-art ECC: 30% speedup for Diffie-Hellman key exchange and up to 70% for signature.

Operations on HECC involve more operations on the underlying finite field than ECC. However, one can observe that in ECC, most of the computations are dependent and must be mostly done in a sequential way. For this reason, the internal parallelism in ECC is quite limited compared to HECC. For instance, in the formulas presented in [9], one can find regular patterns of four to eight independent modular multiplications – the most costly and common finite field operation – feasible in parallel during the whole scalar multiplication. HECC internal parallelism brings forward numerous questions for hardware implementation. Those questions can be summarized as follows: how can one take advantage of the parallelism in HECC to design efficient hardware cryptosystems?

3. Arithmetic Units

In order to build an efficient accelerator, the first step is to build efficient arithmetic units. These units are dedicated to the computations over finite field elements. The most common and costly finite field operation in (H)ECC is the modular multiplication. For instance, depending on the multiplier area, one multiplication requires from 30 to 100 clock cycles depending on the field elements width. In [7], Peter L. Montgomery presented an algorithm for modular multiplication, which is still now the base of state-of-the-art multiplication in prime finite fields. It is known as Montgomery modular multiplication (MMM). Many algorithms have been derived from this paper. They mainly aim at improving efficiency by interleaving the multiplication and modular reduction steps in order to reduce the size of the intermediate data and to gain some speedup. One of the most famous variant is the Coarsely Integrated Operand Scanning (CIOS) method presented by Koç et al. in [5]. However, besides these improvements, Montgomery multiplication still suffers from strong dependencies inside the main loop of partial products accumulation and reduction. This makes hardware implementations difficult to optimize in the case of FPGAs using DSP blocks. In order to reach high frequencies, DSP blocks must indeed use three to four internal pipeline stages. Due to data dependencies, one cannot feed efficiently this pipeline, resulting in a loss of efficiency in the circuit utilization.

In [6], Ma et al. proposed a FPGA implementation of MMM based on an improvement of the algorithm presented by H. Orup in [8]. This implementation is known to be one of the fastest implementations on FPGA in the literature. However,
to get rid of some of the internal dependencies, the method implies huge overheads in terms of the size of the computed data, increasing the circuit area of the design.

4. Proposed HECC Architectures

Our research group has been studying arithmetic operators and implementations of hardware accelerators for ECC, with robustness against physical attacks such as Side Channel Analysis (SCA) and faults injections. We are now designing hardware accelerators for HECC scalar multiplication by exploring different types of architectures.

For this, we first improved the hardware utilization of the multiplier unit. We decided to use the classical CIOS method as a basis to design an hyper-threaded modular multiplier. The idea behind this hyper-threaded multiplier is to fill the unused stages of the DSP blocks with other independent modular multiplications. In our multiplier, we enter 3 independent sets of operands \( \{(A_1, B_1), (A_2, B_2), (A_3, B_3)\} \) before the first product \( P_1 = A_1 \times B_1 \) is computed. This way, all the stages in the DSP blocks are full after the very first latency. This is more efficient for HECC since the internal parallelism allows more than 3 independent multiplications at each step during the scalar multiplication.

We then developed a specific CABA (Cycle Accurate, Bit Accurate) simulator for our architectures. With this simulator, we can study the impact of the type, number and size of the arithmetic units and of the choice between different types of parallel architectures on the performances, circuit area and resistance against physical attacks.

We will present implementation results on different FPGAs for various configurations of our modular multiplier, both in terms of computation time and circuit area. As an example, for 128-bit field elements, we reach the same computation time with half the number of DSP blocks compared to the best state-of-the-art [6]. We will show that it provides a better computation time / circuit area cost trade-off when several modular multiplications can be computed in parallel, which is always the case in HECC.

In a second time, and using our simulator, we will explore various architectures for our accelerator, starting from a classical Harvard architecture and changing architectural parameters, such as the numbers and types of arithmetic units. We will also compare different ways to manage internal data transfers and different control flow implementations. The most interesting configurations will be implemented on FPGA and evaluated on our attack setup.
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